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So, it hasn't dawned to the Western people yet, why for instance, Islam is a child
molesting rapist religion, such as the Abrahamic Christian counterpart. Who is
driving so many young people into emotional scars down their whole life. Or why
most "priests" of the enemy molest children and they do all the other dirty and
disgusting stuff to these poor souls that fall on their hands. This all starts with the
jews and ends with them.

In the inner occult literature of the jews and the rest of the imbeciles such as the
Vatical clergy, or the high jewish orthodox clergy, they highly practice sodomism
with children or child rape. Of course, they will refuse it, until they get caught or
scandals erupt. Such as when these did and the Vatican was found to be a rapist
school pretty much. Well since the Vatican is such a place, makes you wonder,
should you trust your children close to this guy?

https://web.archive.org/web/20170722004114/http:/josministries.prophpbb.com/topic14534.html#p72506


The enemy has also been in a race to legalize pedophilia or bring this in the
public as normal, because for this crime (which in many ways is coupled with
murder of the children by the jews, or sacrifice rituals) is one of the crimes that
had led to their hundreds of expulsions from Gentile soil.

Gentiles shouldn't pretend to be shocked. The jewish religions are the religions
allowing and endorsing this thing as a spiritual practice. The Christian pastors
and clergies, or the muslim hordes of the enemy, are merely following the
footsteps of their leaders, the jews. The books that endorse these things such as
the "Holy Quran", or the Talmud, are merely, written on the footsteps of other
jewish religious texts.

Don't act surprised. This is the "god" you are praying to, and this is what he
openly advises all the "Abrahamic religions" to do. The jewish god seems quite
happy about it when people are brutalized and murdered.

Catholic Church Sexual Abuse Cases:

https://web….en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catholic_Church_sexual_abuse_cases

https://web….en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abrahamic_religions

"The largest Abrahamic religions in chronological order of founding are
Judaism (late 2nd millennium BCE),[6] Christianity (1st century CE) and
Islam (7th century CE)."

Please christians and beta cucks. Don't act shocked. They are just doing what
your "g-d" told them. The fact that you don't know "g-d" quite well, is your own
problem, not theirs. These people who highly know well "god" face to face, they
rape children, such as Mohammed, or high-top ranking Rabbis in Israel. Every

https://web.archive.org/web/20170722004114/https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catholic_Church_sexual_abuse_cases
https://web.archive.org/web/20170722004114/https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abrahamic_religions


time you are praying to your "god", you are praying to the one behind this mass
pedophilia and stone age intelligence idiot sitting upon a cloud. Who is a jew as
well. You are becoming Enriched with jewish understanding over "god" though.

Didn't you know that a holy one, a Rabbi, can marry a girl that is 3 years old?
Because they can. And they do.:



It’s just the same jewish faith, on the footsteps of the hebrew patriarch, Abraham,
father of all jews. Who made a covenant that includes sucking and chopping
dicks with "god". If you had any decency in your ethics, you would throw these
hebrew religions away, or wake up to that fact. Whomever is a christian or a
mudslime is possibly endorsing this behavior. Let alone the christians and beta
cucks of the jews, are opening the borders so the west will become what the
"advanced and multicultural" and "enriched" east is

After all, your Christian Pope told you to open your borders and be accepting and
tolerant. Yes, you might want to open up the "borders" your own family as well.
Or your sexual boundaries. Soon it will be an act of bigotry and anti-shoah to
even mate within your own Race, or who you like for that liking. Soon as it goes
the kikes will impose to people who they are going to like sexually. Not like that
they hadn't though...

Because the "enriching" people you are bringing in, its legal in their countries, to
rape, and defile young children. They just bring their civilization into yours, so
don't act really shocked. Enjoy the new normal:

https://web….en.radiovaticana.va/news/2016/03/16/pope_appeals_to_leaders_to
_open_borders_to_migrants/1215718

Open up the borders please...So you can get more of that:

10-Year-Old Boy Brutally Raped By Iraqi Migrant at Pool in Vienna

https://web….www.breitbart.com/london/2016/02/05/ten-year-old-boy-brutally-rap
ed-by-iraqi-migrant-at-pool-in-vienna/

Why all these immigruntz do all this? Simple. Because this is what is legitimate
and legal in their enriched countries to do. It’s also advice of prophet Muhhamad.

Or more of this:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBVxNdND4T4

https://web.archive.org/web/20170722004114/http:/en.radiovaticana.va/news/2016/03/16/pope_appeals_to_leaders_to_open_borders_to_migrants/1215718
https://web.archive.org/web/20170722004114/http:/en.radiovaticana.va/news/2016/03/16/pope_appeals_to_leaders_to_open_borders_to_migrants/1215718
https://web.archive.org/web/20170722004114/http:/www.breitbart.com/london/2016/02/05/ten-year-old-boy-brutally-raped-by-iraqi-migrant-at-pool-in-vienna/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170722004114/http:/www.breitbart.com/london/2016/02/05/ten-year-old-boy-brutally-raped-by-iraqi-migrant-at-pool-in-vienna/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBVxNdND4T4


Why though protect so much pedophilia in general or endorse it? Why make up
the hotbeds of pedophilia like the Vatican and all other places? Merely because
all jews are involved in this, sucking baby penis and cutting foreskins. Which as
the enemy says, is a commandment of their "G-d" as well. And it’s a part of their
"religion". Without this, one cannot become a jew.:



Abraham, the father of the Jewish race, fathered people and taught people
spiritual legacy that boils down into things like this [From the Jewish Talmud]:

A girl who is three years of age and one day may be betrothed by cohabitation...
(Yeb. 57b)

A maiden aged three years and a day may be acquired in marriage by coition,
and if her deceased husband’s brother cohabited with her, she becomes his.
(Sanh. 69a, 69b, also discussed in Yeb. 60b)

It was taught: R. Simeon b. Yohai stated: A proselyte who is under the age of
three years and one day is permitted to marry a priest, for it is said, But all the
women children that have not known man by lying with him, keep alive for
yourselves, and Phineas (who was priest, the footnote says) surely was with
them. (Yeb. 60b)

Ultra-Orthodox Sex Abuse Whistleblower Describes "Child-Rape Assembly
Line":

https://web….gothamist.com/2013/11/12/ultra-orthodox_sex_abuse_whistleblo.p
hp

"On a visit to Jerusalem in 2005, Rabbi Rosenberg entered into a mikvah in
one of the holiest neighborhoods in the city, Mea She’arim. “I opened a door
that entered into a schvitz,” he told me. “Vapors everywhere, I can barely see. My
eyes adjust, and I see an old man, my age, long white beard, a holy-looking man,
sitting in the vapors. On his lap, facing away from him, is a boy, maybe seven
years old. And the old man is having anal sex with this boy.”

https://web.archive.org/web/20170722004114/http:/gothamist.com/2013/11/12/ultra-orthodox_sex_abuse_whistleblo.php
https://web.archive.org/web/20170722004114/http:/gothamist.com/2013/11/12/ultra-orthodox_sex_abuse_whistleblo.php


Rabbi Rosenberg paused, gathered himself, and went on: “This boy was speared
on the man like an animal, like a pig, and the boy was saying nothing. But on his
face—fear. The old man [looked at me] without any fear, as if this was common
practice. He didn’t stop. I was so angry, I confronted him. He removed the boy
from his penis, and I took the boy aside. I told this man, ‘It’s a sin before God, a
mishkovzucher. What are you doing to this boy’s soul? You’re destroying this
boy!’ He had a sponge on a stick to clean his back, and he hit me across the face
with it. ‘How dare you interrupt me!’ he said. I had heard of these things for a long
time, but now I had seen.”

So, as all of you know, the enemy currently owns and for a while has owned,
large part of the media.

https://web….www.youtube.com/watch?v=v09h2gqhnKM

They create videos and movies like this, with blatant themes of pedophilia.

In the video clip below, one can apparently see this isn't about dancing, but
blatant pedophilia all over the place. The girl looking small and delicate, and the
"grown up man", locked in a cage and acting like animals, in naked-like suits and
the list goes on. They call this "art".

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KWZGAExj-es

https://web.archive.org/web/20170722004114/https:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=v09h2gqhnKM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KWZGAExj-es


No. All jewish men seem to be pedophiles. For reasons described above.

The jews, as they tried to spiritualize their pedophilia, they tried to also
intellectualize it and make it seem like science. The science of a perverted torah
lizard, I presume. I mean for some people in the planet, raping kids is normal.
The West has to either come to terms with it, or they will be called racizt, bigotz,
and be accused of 6 trillion attacks against the self-proclaimed Gods and their
junkies.



Let all your life be a big Bat Mitzvah, where the jew does what they want with
your children. Such as getting them to watch Miley Cyrus. Which went from
Hannah Montanah into a full blown jewish whore. And has been the idol of many
little girls worldwide.



Though, the Nazis told you. Who gives the candy, why they give the candy and
what is behind all of that:
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